In this paper we propose a method that can enhance the social popularity of a post (i.e., the number of views or likes) by recommending appropriate hash tags considering both content popularity and user popularity. A previous approach called FolkPopularityRank (FP-Rank) considered only the relationship among images, tags, and their popularity. However, the popularity of an image/video is strongly affected by who uploaded it. Therefore, we develop an algorithm that can incorporate user popularity and users' tag usage tendency into the FP-Rank algorithm. The experimental results using 60,000 training images with their accompanying tags and 1,000 test data, which were actually uploaded to a real social network service (SNS), show that, in ten days, our proposed algorithm can achieve 1.2 times more views than the FP-Rank algorithm. This technology would be critical to individual users and companies/brands who want to promote themselves in SNSs.
INTRODUCTION
Online sharing services such as Flickr, Instagram, and Facebook are becoming popular or even necessary for many people to share their daily generated contents, such as images and videos. In these services, the number of views, comments, and favorites received Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. MM '19, October 21-25, 2019 after uploading indicate the popularity of the content. In the following discussion, these measures are referred to as "social popularity" or "social popularity scores. " There are many studies on predicting social popularity scores of posted contents [17, 30, 53] . However, the prediction performance is still limited and there are seldom researches working on how to enhance social popularity. Thus, it is still an important and challenging issue for both individuals and corporates who wish to enhance their social popularity scores as much as possible, as these scores reflect how much attention is paid to the content. We aim at enhancing social popularity of posted content using text tags attached to it. Although the quality of the posted content is considered as an important factor, it has already been shown that the characteristics of the image or video are not effective in predicting the degree of social popularity [7, 16, 49] . By contrast, in social networks, text tags attached to content play a very important role because users often search for content using text search engines. Figure 1 shows an example of social popularity change in our uploading experiment (see Section 4) , in which different tags with different recommendation methods result in different popularity for the same image in four days after uploading to SNS. Therefore, it can be expected that social popularity enhancement can be achieved by ranking and recommending text tags based on their ability to affect social popularity.
Traditional tag ranking and recommendation systems in social media are often designed to recommend semantically relevant or collaborative-filtering-based tags [26, 32, 51] . However, we focus on methods of extracting tags that have influence on social popularity. A tag recommendation algorithm for social popularity enhancement, called FolkPopularityRank (FP-Rank) [50] , was the first presented in a previous research. The FP-Rank is inspired by the PageRank [34] , a well-known web page ranking algorithm, and the FolkRank [15] , an expanded version of PageRank considering the expanded network of users, contents, and tags. The FP-Rank can recommend tags to enhance social popularity based on the social popularity of the posted content and the co-occurrence among tags. The popularity of a user (e.g., the sum of views or the number of followers), and the relation between users and tags is ignored. However, in social networks, the social popularity of a certain content could be highly influenced by who upload it, especially when the user has high popularity.
In this study, we propose a User-aware Folk Popularity Rank (UFP-Rank) algorithm, inspired by the FP-Rank, which ranks the tags of their social popularity influence by taking into account of not only the contents, but also the users. Then, it combines tags by element-wise multiplication of two matrices to generate the appropriate adjacency matrix of tags weighted by the popularity of users, contents, and their co-occurrence with tags for increasing social popularity. We use 60,000 training images with their accompanying tags and 1,000 test data, which were actually uploaded to a real social network service (SNS). The results showed that, in ten days, our proposed algorithm can achieve 1.2 times more views than the FP-Rank algorithm, and 2.8 times more views than the initial tags generated by an off-the-shelf computer vision API. We can summarize our contributions as follows:
• Users' popularity information is verified to be effective for tag recommendation with popularity enhancement of posted contents via uploading experiments in real SNS. • Appropriate combination method of social popularity of users and contents with strong co-occurrence among tags is confirmed to be more effective for social popularity enhancement than existing methods, and achieved 2.8 times more views than the tags generated by an off-the-shelf computer vision API in SNS. • The proposed method performed effectively on recommending tags for content data in different domain with automatic generated tags other than user-annotated tags. In other words, the proposed method can be applied to tag recommendation with cold-start problems.
RELATED WORKS 2.1 Graph-based Ranking
We first introduce several algorithms which inspire our proposed method, the PageRank [34] , the FolkRank [15] , and the FP-Rank [50] .
2.1.1 PageRank. The PageRank algorithm is an algorithm for ranking web pages developed by Google. The basic concept is to rank web pages according to the link status between web pages. Specifically, it consists of the following three hypotheses:
• Web pages linked from many web pages are important.
• The more web pages a page links to, the less important each linked web page is. • Web pages linked from important web pages are also important.
Thus, in the PageRank algorithm, web pages are regarded as a directed graph with pages as nodes and links as edges. The edge weight is calculated by dividing the original web page's importance score by the number of links in the page. To calculate this efficiently, the score of each node is calculated by repeating the equation (1) until convergence. Then web pages can be ranked according to the obtained scores.
where r is the importance score vector of each node, and A is the adjacency matrix of the web page graph model. We use α as the damping factor to randomly consider the possibility of accessing other web pages. p is a random surfer component.
FolkRank.
FolkRank is an extended version of PageRank and is a ranking algorithm based on an undirected graph with links representing co-occurrence relationships among nodes of users, contents, and tags. Here, the score of each node is calculated by changing the A of tags into the adjacency matrix A f of users, contents, and tags. As a result, content with important tags attached by important users is also treated as important. This inference also applies to users and tags. Furthermore, based on the existent tags, new tags are recommended by changing the preference vector p as in the following Equation (2).
where w is a score vector of each tag. For r 1 , we set the existent tags to 1 and the others to 0 in the preference vector p. r 0 gives equal weight to the preference vector p. By setting the preference vector in this way, the tags co-occurring with the existent tags can be ranked high and extracted.
2.1.3 FP-Rank. FP-Rank is a tag recommendation algorithm, based on the concept of FolkRank for tag ranking and recommendation considering social popularity. The adjacency matrix of tags not only reflects the co-occurrence among tags, but also adds the popularity of the contents as importance weights. Consequently, tags attached to content with high social popularity are important, and the more tags are attached to a content, the less important each tag becomes. To achieve this, A is changed to the adjacency matrix of tags A F P weighted by the popularity of the posted contents. The details and a comparison with the proposed method are described in Section 3.1.
Tag Recommendation
Tag recommendation is a key technique for retrieval and navigation tasks in the web services, which usually depends on the information of both the target content information and the co-occurrence among users, tags, and contents. Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most well-known recommendation techniques focused by researchers for a long time [20, 36] . Many CF-based methods are introduced in review papers [26, 42] and can be applied to tag recommendation using information such as tagging histories. Some researches made extension on collaborative filtering by matrix factorization [14] and neural-based approach [13] .
Tagcoor [40] is a tag co-occurrence based method combining with ranking of user-based tag frequency. A tf-idf-like tag ranking algorithm was proposed using the tag frequency and weights learned from a regression model for each tag in [51] .
FolkRank [15] is another prominent technique that can be applied to tag ranking and recommendation as introduced in Section 2.1. Along with the basic FolkRank, numerous researches are conducted on improving FolkRank [8, 22, 39, 55] . Detailed information of the studies on collaborative tagging systems, also known as folksonomie can be found in a review paper [9] . Another survey paper compared the performance of different approaches of tagging systems focusing on adding semantics in folksonomies [18] .
Recent deep learning based techniques have also been applied for tag recommendation [32] . A collaborative deep learning method jointly performs deep learning for the content information and CF for the ratings matrix [45] . Singhal et al. summarized recent recommendation systems using deep learning including collaborative systems, content-based systems and hybrid systems, where tag recommendation is one kind of application [41] .
For most of these researches, tag recommendation and ranking are a kind of information retrieval task, which focus mainly on high co-occurrence or semantic precision. In this study, in addition to these two points, we pay attention to the effect on social popularity of tags, which needs social popularity embedding mechanism.
Social Popularity Prediction
Popularity prediction becomes a hot topic these years. Popularity of online contents and user-generated-contents including news, products, and Youtube videos have been analyzed and predicted in [33, 35, 37, 38, 49] . Along with the improvement of SNSs, social popularity prediction of the posted images [3, 7, 16, 17, 25, 28, 29, 44, 48, 51] and micro-videos [2, 6, 19] are focused by both academics and industries. Most of these popularity prediction are conducted by data-driven feature-based learning phases, and some researches embedded them with temporal models representing the variations on time information [31, 38, 48] . Moreover, multi-modal features including textual and visual information, social connections have been investigated and combined with methods such as attention model to improve the predicting performance such as in [12, 30, 53] .
However, [7, 16, 49] showed that, in some services, the visual information have low predictive power compared to that of social cues. In addition, even deep learning based technique could achieve good performance, modeling visual features from billions of contents on SNSs suffers computational and cost problem in practice for most institutions and individuals.
For social connections, the dynamic nature of the connections themselves and cold start problem without connection histories of new users make this kind of feature difficult to be applied widely in practice.
Furthermore, context data such as tags attached with posted contents were most dominant in these works. In this study, instead of predicting the social popularity scores of existent contents on SNSs, we focus on how to enhance the level of popularity based on appropriate new tag recommendation.
Tag Generation
There are many researchers working on automatic tag/text generation corresponding to visual contents such as images and videos.
Some researches have generated simple text descriptions for images using object-based features with traditional machine-learning outdoor nature building animal User:
Content:
Tag: Figure 2 : The concept of the tag recommendation using the relationship among users, contents, and tags for increasing social popularity. methods [5, 11, 21] . Moreover, deep neural networks based approaches are investigated by researchers in many sub-fields such as image-text matching [24] , image captioning [10] , and visual question answering [1] . A research in [4] combined deep learning with traditional machine-learning by a new approach called ranking structural support vector machine with deep learning, which focused on the structural information among tags.
For image tagging task, a work investigated image-word relevance relation in the word vector space and achieved zero-shot image annotation by approximating the principal direction from an image [54] . In [47] , they can annotate semantically relevant, distinct tags covering tags with diverse semantic levels of the image contents by sequential sampling from a determinantal point process model.
The generation results usually can semantically describe the objective facts in the contents, but lacking other related factors of tags, such as social effect on enhancing social popularity of the contents.
User-aware Recommendation
User context information including social relationship and online status/action/history, user attributes information including personality, emotion, and preference are applied in some researchers to improve the performance of recommendation tasks.
For tag recommendation, some researchers revised the userbased CF technique and proposed recommendation approaches fusing user-generated tags and social relations such as weighted friendship similarity in [27] . Besides, there is a research using user tagging status to compute the tag probability distribution based on the statistical language model in order to recommend tags for users [52] .
Moreover, researchers found that the experience quality of an application or a service is related to a user's personality [23] . Some researches have embedded human attributes into model construction for experience assessment and video recommendation, such as personality and user preference [46, 56] . Adjacency matrix of tags weighted by content popularity From these works, we can infer that user information is useful and critical in user-generated-content related tasks. Thus, in this study, we would like to focus on social attributes of users and their effect on the social popularity. Moreover, in these works, the user information usually used as features is necessary in both model training steps and test steps, which easily results in cold-start problems in practice. While in our study, we only use user information in the training step to embed the trends of tag usage of users (especially users with high popularity), which can achieve effective tag recommendations to even new users without popularity information overcoming the cold-start problem.
USER-AWARE FOLK POPULARITY RANK
The proposed method performs tag recommendation considering the social popularity of not only posted contents but also the posting users in the source data. As shown in Figure 2 , the proposed method can increase popularity by recommending tags according to the following concepts:
• Tags attached to contents with high social popularity are important tags. • The more tags attached to a content, the less important each tag is. • Tags that co-occur with important tags are also important.
• Tags used by users with high social popularity are important.
• The more tags used by a user, the less important each tag is, but tags used more frequently are more important.
The former three are based on the relationship among tags and posted contents, which are inspired from the concepts of PageRank (mentioned in Sec.2.1.1). As user popularity has not been investigated, we come up with the latter two concepts to include the relationship between tags and users. To achieve these, the proposed tag recommendation method consists of two steps: (1) a tag ranking step to calculate scores of tags by constructing a weighted adjacency matrix of tags from all posts in the source dataset; (2) a tag recommendation step to recommend new tags based on existent tags for posts in the target dataset.
Tag Ranking
3.1.1 Tag Scoring. In this step, we calculate a score representing the ability on affecting social popularity of each tag. Then the tags can be ranked based on the importance scores. The vector of scores of all tags r U F P is calculated using weighted adjacency matrix of tags A U F P by iterating from initial scores as follows:
where α is the damping factor set to 0.85 same with PageRank in this study, p is a preference vector (random surfer component) representing the importance of each tag. The weighted adjacency matrix of tags A U F P is a square matrix with the size of T × T , T is the number of unique tags in the dataset. The initial vector of r U F P can be set as equal values for all tags with the same sum with the preference vector. r U F P can converge after approximately 50 iterations, and 10 iterations are sufficient for practical application as introduced in [34] . We confirmed this and set the converge standard as the same max iteration times or when the change is smaller than a threshold.
Adjacency Matrix Construction.
The difference between the proposed method and FP-Rank is the design of the adjacency matrix of tags A U F P . In FP-Rank [50] , the adjacency matrix of tags is calculated only considering the social popularity of posted contents represented as A F P . However, the popularity of a post is also affected by the user who upload it. Thus, we define an adjacency matrix of tags A U P weighted by social popularity of users. Here, A F P and A U P are the same size of T × T . In this study, we propose the following three kinds of matrix design using different features and combination methods to investigate their effectiveness on social popularity enhancement. Figure 4 : The sub matrices C p and C t for A F P calculation.
• U-Rank: A u U F P will be weighted only considering the association between user popularity and tags as shown in Equation (4).
• UFP-plus-Rank: element-wise addition of two matrices thus A p U F P will be weighted considering social popularity of both contents and users, while co-occurrence among tags exists when they are used by the same user as shown in Equation (5).
• UFP-product-Rank: element-wise multiplication of two matrices thus A m U F P will be weighted considering social popularity of both contents and users, while co-occurrence among tags only exists when they are attached to both the same user and the same posted content as shown in Equation (6) .
A m U F P = A F P ⊙ A U P .
We show the outline of the proposed adjacency matrix construction with a visual interpretation first using UFP-product-Rank as a sample in Figure 3 . To easily explain the algorithm, we provide an example for a dataset including four images using four tags by three users, while user Q uploaded two images #1 and #2, user R and user S uploaded image #3 and #4, respectively. Image #1 is attached with tags #building and #nature, image #2 attached with tags #outdoor and #nature, image #3 with a tag #building, and image #4 with a tag #animal. The social popularity scores (which can be applied by the numbers of views, comments, or favorites) of images #1 to #4 are 15, 30, 5, and 15, respectively. The social popularity scores of users (which can be calculated by the number of followers, the sum of views or favorites) are the sum of their posted images in this case: 45, 5, and 15.
As shown in the figure, the A U P and A F P are calculated by the relation between users and tags, and relation between contents and tags, respectively. Here, we take A U P construction (Figure 3(a) ) for an example. First, the popularity scores are distributed from users to tags by considering the usage frequency of tags, such as for user Q, three tags have been used while #nature is used twice. Thus, tag #nature is assigned 2/4 of the score 45 and each of the other two tags used by user Q is assigned 1/4. Secondly, in the adjacency matrix of tags A, the co-occurrence between two tags exits (> 0) when they are used by the same user. The matrix can be weighted by the assigned popularity scores according to the co-occurrence among tags and users, such as co-occurrence exits between tags #building and #nature and the value of the two in the matrix can be weighted as 7.5 because they are attached to the same content #1. Consequently, we can get adjacency matrix of tags A U P after normalization the weighted matrix by each row. Note that, the weights of popularity to #building and #outdoor in the matrices are different in A U P and A F P , which could result in different ranking results when only use U-Rank or FP-Rank in this example. Then, we describe the concrete calculation of the adjacency matrix of tags. The matrices A F P and A U P can be calculated as a combination of two sub matrices, which representing the relation between tags and contents and the relation between tags and users as follows:
First, we introduce the construction of A F P used in FP-Rank. C p and C t are matrices with the size of T × I , where I is the number of contents in the source dataset. The ith row vector of C p is a set of social popularity scores of contents attached with tag i, normalized by the sum of the scores in the row. The jth column vector of C t is the usage flag for each tag, normalized by the total number of tags attached to jth content. In the example dataset in Figure 3 , C p and C t can be calculated as shown in Figure 4 .
Consequently, the element a C i j of A F P is calculated as follows:
u C (d) = (social popularity of content d) + k (social popularity of the contents with tag i) ,
where d is the index of the content attached with tags i and j simultaneously, D is a set of content in the source data, u C (d) is the weight of tags i and j calculated by the social popularity of content d. k is a parameter to prevent u C (d) from becoming 0. Different to FP-Rank (A F P ), A U P is calculated using the users' social popularity and tag usage frequency according to Equation 8 . U p and U t are T × N sized matrices, N is the number of users in the source dataset. The ith row vector of U p is a set of users' social popularity scores using the tag i, normalized by the sum of scores in the row. In this paper, the social popularity of a user is the total number of social popularity of his/her posted contents. Since the user can use a tag multiple times, the jth column vector of U t is the frequency of each tag has been used normalized by the total usage frequency of tags used by the jth user. Using the example dataset in Figure 3 , U p and U t be calculated as shown in Figure 5 . Consequently, the element a U i j of A U P is calculated as follows:
u U (l) × (the usage frequency of tag j by user l) (the sum of usage frequency of all tags by user l) ,
u U (l) = (social popularity of user l) + k (social popularity of users using tag i) ,
where l is the index of the user simultaneously using the tags i and j, L is the set of users in the source dataset. u U (l) is the weight of tag i and j calculated by the popularity of user l. k is a parameter to prevent u U (l) from becoming 0.
Tag Recommendation
Similar to the FolkRank, based on the tags already attached to the content, we can recommend new tags through the following equation:
where w U F P is a vector of the final ranking score of all tags considering the co-occurrence with existent tags. The difference between r 1 U F P and r 0 U F P is the setting of the preference vector p in Equation (3) when calculating r U F P for the target dataset using the constructed matrix A U F P . For example, when we generate r 1 U F P , the tags already attached to the post are weighted as 1, and the others have a weight of 0 in the preference vector p. For r 0 U F P , we give equal weights to all tags in the preference vector and the sum of weights is the same as in the preference vector of r 1 U F P . By setting the preference vector in this way, tags that co-occur with tags already attached can be extracted.
Both r 1 U F P and r 0 U F P are iterated until convergence. The resulting scores of w U F P reflect the co-occurrence with the tags already attached, and their influence on the social popularity. Tags are ranked according to these scores and the top tags are recommended as new tags.
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Dataset
In this study, the number of views is used as the measure of social popularity. For the source dataset to train the adjacency matrix of tags, we randomly select 60,000 images (uploaded by 6462 users) with over 20 tags and over 5000 views from Flickr's public data set YFCC100M [43] . Consequently, there are over 254,000 unique tags used in popular posts on the SNS included in our dataset, which is a broad resource for constructing a generalized matrix of tags. More details can be found in Table 1 .
For testing, in the target dataset, contents with annotated initial tags are needed for new tags recommendation. However, some users prefer not or unable to annotate appropriate tags by themselves before automatic recommendation. Thus, regarding the cold-start problem in practical recommendation, we created a target dataset including 1000 images randomly selected from Wikimedia Commons 1 for testing. And then corresponding initial tags were generated according to the image contents automatically by a computer vision API provided by the Microsoft Cognitive Services 2 (MCS). 
Comparative Methods
In the experiment, we recommended the top 10 tags, different from the initial ones, according to the ranking results of different methods. First, we evaluate the recommendation performance of the proposed methods: (1) U-Rank (A u U F P ), considering only the relation between users and tags; (2) UFP-plus-Rank (A p U F P ) and (3) UFPproduct-Rank (A m U F P ), considering the association among tags, contents, and users.
Then, we compare the proposed methods with five other recommendation methods: (4) Original (MCS), the tags generated by an off-the-shelf computer vision API without recommendation; (5) Tagcoor [40] ; (6) Collaborative Filtering (CF) [26, 42] ; (7) CF with DF-W (CF_DF-W) [51] , and (8) FP-Rank (A F P ) [50] , considering only the relation between contents and tags. All the algorithms were implemented by ourselves.
Because FP-Rank has been introduced in detail in Section 3.1, we briefly describe the last three comparative methods. Tagcoor makes recommendations based on tag co-occurrences and is defined as follows:
Tag aggregation and promotion strategies are then used to produce the final list of recommended tags. The idea of CF for tag recommendation is to suggest new tags based on annotations of similar images by a collaborative filtering phase to generate candidate rand ranking phase to rank them. Given an image with original tags, a feature vector is represented by the set of tags, which is defined as follows: FV
where FV t aд i is the feature vector for the ith image tag sets, f i j indicates whether the ith image has the jth tag. These vectors can be viewed as approximate representations of the image content and user preference in the corresponding domain. An ordered list of candidate tags is derived based on the similarity between tag sets, and the similarity is measured by computing the cosine of the angle formed by the two feature vectors. Then, the candidate tags are ranked and the top n tags in the ranking list will be recommended to the users. The basic CF method ranks the candidate tags by their frequency to ultimately produce the ranked list of recommended tags. For the CF_DF-W (document frequency-weights from regression) method, a linear SVR model is trained by using the feature vector and the social popularity scores as target value to obtain the weight vector for ranking candidate tags. 
Evaluation by Uploading to Flickr
To acquire a relevant evaluation of the effect of increasing social popularity, we uploaded the recommendation results on Flickr and investigated the changes in social popularity (the number of views). We uploaded the results eight times for all the proposed and comparative methods one by one to avoid multiple identical images with tags recommended by different methods to be seen at the same. We created a new Flickr account for test each time to avoid history effects. Note that, the user-aware recommendation model was constructed based on users' information in a relatively large training dataset, thus in the test we can recommend effective tags even for a new user account. Each time, we uploaded testing images with automatically generated initial tags and 10 recommended tags. Then, we checked the number of views twice a day (every 12 hours, which did not affect the number of views), and deleted all the files and accounts after ten days. Therefore, the evaluation experiments of different methods are ensured to be done independently. Moreover, we conducted each uploading almost in the same time of a day and avoided special days such as the new year to reduce the influence of periods. The whole uploading experiment lasted from Sep. 2018 to Feb. 2019.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
First, we quantitatively discuss the effect of increasing the popularity of recommendation tags based on different methods by the uploading experiments. The Figure 6(a) shows the average number of views of each image with each method for the test data. We can see that the UFP-product-Rank achieved the highest number of views when uploaded after ten days. The number of views of UFP-product-Rank is almost 2.8 times larger than that of the initial tags generated by a computer vision API provided by the Microsoft Cognitive Services (Original) and 1.2 times larger than (significantly higher by paired T-test, p < 0.01) that of the results of FP-Rank, which was the highest comparative method. In addition, all the user-aware proposed methods (UFP-product-Rank, UFP-plus-Rank, U-Rank) can improve social popularity from just using initial tags. These results verified the effectiveness of using users' social popularity for popularity enhancement in SNSs. By contrast, the recommendation only using users' social popularity (U-Rank) and weak co-occurrence among tags as long as they are used by the same user (UFP-plus-Rank), improved less than the content-aware FP-Rank and co-occurrence based CF_DF-W. It can be considered that the co-occurrence among tags in the U-Rank and UFP-plus-Rank is weakened from "attached to the same image" to "can be attached to different images as long as posted by the same user. " Thus, some tags with less positive or even negative effects on popularity may be involved comparing to the FP-rank and CF_DF-W. Consequently, it can be inferred that the appropriate combination of popularity of users and contents with strong co-occurrence among tags is important for social popularity enhancement.
To avoid the influence of the number of tags (10 more than the number of initial tags for each recommendation method), we divided the average number of views of each image by the number of tags with each method. The result is shown in Figure 6(b) . We can find that the UFP-product-Rank still achieved the highest number of views over the other tag recommendation methods. However, for the method Tagcoor, the number of views has not changed a lot after ten days uploading and even lower than the original ones within 7 days after uploading. We can infer that Tagcoor might recommend some negative tags on the influence of social popularity, and it also validate that the number of tags is not the critical factor for social popularity enhancing.
Then, we analyze the tag recommendations of different methods in detail. Figure 7 shows the examples of posted images with top 10 recommended tags with each method. Comparing the recommendation results in Figure 7 , it can be seen that the U-Rank and UFP-Rank recommended more adjective tags (e.g., beautiful) and more tags expressing impression (e.g., photography) or association (e.g., Stuck In Customs, a travel photography blog) than the FP-Rank. By contrast, the FP-Rank recommended more tags representing contents and objects (e.g., sky, blue), and better maintained the co-occurrence among tags. The CF-based methods have the similar trends with FP-Rank. Consequently, users' social popularity is useful and meaningful for tag recommendation on social popularity enhancement in SNS. The appropriateness of the recommended tags by FP-Rank is already shown as good as human generated tags in [50] , and ours is an extension of the FP-Rank. As our proposed approach is based on not only the popularity but also the co-occurrence relation among tags, the recommended tags can increase popularity while keeping appropriateness as they tend to be related to the posted contents as the initial tags.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed an algorithm that ranks and recommends tags according to their influence on social popularity (such as the number of views) in SNSs. The proposed method can increase the social popularity by considering the user's social popularity and the popularity of the posted content, along with the co-occurrence relation among tags. Especially, the element-wise multiplication of two matrices of user popularity and content popularity is the most effective way of generating the adjacency matrix of tags for recommendation. In addition, the proposed method can be applied to not only tag ranking and recommendation, but also user or content ranking and recommendation, similar to the FolkRank. This technology could benefit both individual users and companies/brands who want to promote themselves in SNSs.
In the future, we plan to conduct experiments on more dataset and other SNSs to investigate the performance of the proposed method. We will also further consider how to support the creation or design of posting content to achieve more semantically relevant with higher degree of social popularity.
